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Editorial
India is on the cusp of infrastructure and digital revolution. With massive projects being planned in
transportation, logistics, ports, railways etc the importance of infrastructure development as a game
changer for Indian economy cannot be over emphasized . Infrastructure has a direct impact on the growth
of a country and its economic development. According to World Bank assessments, the output elasticity
of infrastructure lies in the range between 0.07 and 0.10, implying that a doubling of infrastructure capital
raises GDP by 7-10 percent. For India to achieve double digit GDP growth rate and create better
investment climate, it will have to develop its physical infrastructure. One of the key drivers in any large
project is the project consultant who not only plays an important role in overall strategy and planning but
also performs the most challenging task of collaborating with numerous stakeholders. PTMF organized its
National convention on “Building World Class Infrastructure- Role of Consultants” in February this year.
The conference was attended by several experts and members of government, industry and academia. A
detailed coverage of the conference is included in this issue.
We also are pleased to present you an article from Mr. Rami Goldratt, CEO of Goldratt Consulting on
“Project Management Strategies on Large Infrastructure Projects”. Goldratt Consulting (GC) is a trans--‐
national company spear heading the development TOC body of knowledge & involved in helping hundreds
of companies around the world to better their business performance. This article highlights that
conventional wisdom to manage large infrastructure might not be enough in today’s complex world and
one might need to look at these projects more holistically. He briefly touched upon Theory Of Constraint’s
(TOC) solution for project management called CCPM (Critical Chain Project Management). CCPM takes the
local optima and translates it to global level to deliver holistic results. This is done through better day-‐to‐
day synchronization through various tools like Lower WIP, Gating, Buffering etc. These tools are covered
in brief in this newsletter.
Another development is that ICB 3 has now been replaced by ICB 4 for individual competence and for
organizational competence IPMA has now introduced Delta which is a major change in certification
process. Mr. Klaus Pannenbäcker an international expert on certification and former President of IPMA
and President of German Project Management Association has given a presentation on comparison on
ICB 3 and ICB 4 which is included in this newsletter. We will welcome any comments on this very important
subject of global standards on certification process.

PTMF will be actively involved now for implementation of ICB4 (for individual
competency) and Delta (for organizational competency) certification process
in India along with PMA India.
We also solicit participation from all members to contribute to this body of knowledge in form of papers,
presentations or articles which will improve the understanding of the overall community. Hope you enjoy
reading the newsletter. Please do share your articles, feedback and any publication related enquiry at
ptmfoffice@gmail.com.
Thank You
Shalin Trivedi
Editor – PTMF
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National Convention on Building World Class InfrastructureRole of Consultants
National Convention of Project & Technology Management Foundation (www.ptmfonline.com) was held
this year at India International Centre, New Delhi, India on 12th February 2016.The event was copromoted by KM-Fest (Knowledge Management Festival of Europe) as well as by Consulting Engineers
Association of India (CEAI).
Prof Rajat K. Baisya was the Chairman of the
conference organizing committee and
delivered the welcome address to the
delegates. In his brief introduction on the
theme of the conference Dr Baisya highlighted
the importance of infrastructure development
for country’s growth and progress.
Infrastructure has direct impact on growth of a
country and its economic development.
All infrastructure projects are very large and
highly complex requiring superior project
management skills. Projects on roads, railways, ports, power, telecommunications, oil and gas pipeline,
airlines, highways and expressways, bridges, smart cities, mono rails and metro rail projects etc have their
its unique challenges arising out of issues related to financing, land acquisition, delays in clearances, bottle
necks in PPP model etc. This needs to be addressed in the light of capacity building for enhancing
productivity and efficiency among all stake holders of infrastructure projects.
It is here the management consultants have a major role to play by providing complementary support to
main consulting engineers and technology consultants. Management consultants can contribute
significantly in achieving the growth targets by injecting professional tools and technologies in areas of
project management, human-resource development, logistics services and strategic planning.
The objective of the conference was to bring together all stake holders namely - Central/ State Govt.,
Engineering Consultants & Contractors, PPP Operators, Management Consultants & Professionals and
Experts to discuss critical challenges in implementation of infrastructure projects so as to strengthen the
role of Management Consultants, to facilitate effective implementation of projects without time and cost
overrun.
The event was very successful and we had very senior professionals drawn from across industries and
consulting companies participated. There were total 76 delegates including two very senior overseas
delegates participated in the conference. The quality of presentations as well as contents were excellent.
The Chief Guest of the conference was Mr K.K. Kapila, CMD of ICT Pvt Ltd, a leading consulting company
in India in construction projects and Key note speaker was Dr M.B Athreya, a well known management
consultant and corporate trainer. Dr Athreya in his key note address impressed upon the project and
management consultants role in terms of the success of the large projects in infrastructure development.
We had three technical sessions in addition to the normal inauguration session
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1.
First
session
was
on
Project
management strategies in large Infrastructure
projects. The first session was led by Mr Rami
Goldratt, CEO of Goldratt Consulting. Mr Rami
Goldratt talked about at length on challenges in
project management and how TOC can be used
to manage large and complex infrastructure
projects for successful outcome. My Vinay
Kumar Chairman of Datawise Pvt Ltd Chaired
the session and also spoke about key learnings
and strategies from successful companies. He
particularly discussed in his presentation the case of Indigo Airlines regarding how they differentiate
and manage the airlines to fly exactly on time every time.

2.
The second session was on Capacity
building strategies for large Infrastructure
Projects. It was led by Dr Graham Hastings
Evans, MD of NOCN, UK. Dr Graham was
consultant for skill and capacity building for last
London Olympic. He has covered key strategic
initiatives taken at London Olympic for capacity
building with success which was a mammoth
affair. The session has generated lot of interest
and questions. Mr Budhiraja, past President of
IMCI as well as ICMCI has chaired the session
and also made brief observations about the need and effort required to develop the required skill set
for achieving superior level performance.

3. The third session dealt with consultants’ perspective of challenges in infrastructure projects. In this
session we had speakers like Dr Amitabha Ghosal. Dr Ghosal is the Advisor to the Board of Stup
consultancy Pvt Ltd and he discussed many critical challenges of consultants and consulting
companies face in terms of delivering and implementing large infrastructure projects. Dr Ritu Mathur
Professor of Tata Energy Research Institute ( TERI) spoke about the energy scenario and future
challenges in the sector and options available as well as general shift to green and renewable energy
for future requirement. Dr Sudhir Dhawan, President, Consulting Engineers Association of India (CEAI)
chaired the session and spoke about the consulting challenges in the infra structure projects, in
particular and large projects, in general.
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The valedictory address was given by Mr Abdul Kalam, former CMD of Coal India Ltd as well as Eastern
Coalfields Ltd. Mr Kalam is a very well known personality in Energy sector and an acknowledged expert in
Coal energy and coal processing. He also spoke on the energy sector challenges. The vote of thanks was
proposed by conference Secretary Mr Amit Pareenja. The conference was attended by representatives of
the government, from the industry as well as from academia.

We thank all the esteemed speakers, our partners, sponsors and promoters for their support to make this
event successful. We wish to organize several such events in future.
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Project Management Strategies for Large Infrastructure Projects –
Theory Of Constraints : Rami Goldratt (CEO, Goldratt Consulting)
Successful projects are the ones that meet its stakeholder’s needs (cost,
time and scope). The needs are not independent but are interrelated.
However examples of successful projects are very rare. Rather whenever
a project is discussed, the common topics are time and cost overrun, and
strangely enough, the extent of overrun in not in single digit.
Unlike operations (repeated set of activities), each project is said to be
unique and pose different challenges on management and execution
team. The complexities of a project increases manifold with its size. But
if we analyze it closely we do find some trends emerging. Trend of
common mistakes, trend of human behavior and trend of cause and
effect.
LARGE PROJECTS
Projects, large or small, have something in common. They all get delayed and they all seem to have similar
reasons of failure: uncertainty (bad weather, emergencies, unreliability…) and complexity.
A large project can be considered as a combination of many small sub projects, with integration at various
points in time. Hence it is reasonable to assume that large projects have higher/multiple level of
uncertainties and complexities, such as










Large numbers (100+) of suppliers and vendors (sync nightmare)
Most work is done through sub-contractors
Contracts drive the execution behavior
What is good for the contract may not be good for the sub-contractor
Client changes his mind many time based on new opportunities to save money or make
more money
Socio-economic (sometimes political factors) play a role
Too often resources are not available when required (even when promised).
Necessary things are not available on time (information, specifications, materials, designs,
authorizations…).
There are fights about priorities between projects.
There is too much re-work.

PROBLEM WITH CONVENTIONAL WISDOM
For years conventional wisdom has taught us that the solution to all these project management problems
revolve around below beliefs


Put as many resources simultaneously to as many activities as possible (an idle resource
is a waste. So keep resources busy at all times)
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The early we start the early we finish and so start as early as possible to improve on time
delivery.
In order to finish a project on time we need to finish each and every task on time.
In order to ensure progress, we should measure the amount of work already completed.

Most of the solutions designed in past are based on above beliefs and there has to be some reason, why
even after so many years of trying to improve projects, it has resulted in no/marginal improvement.
Projects continue to get late, and that too at much faster pace, projects continue to cost more, to a larger
extent, and scope continues to change, even at final stages.
If we analyze it deeply and take the cause & effect to the next level, it looks like





The pressure to spread resources thin lead to Bad Multi Tasking.
The pressure to start early lead to multiple Start-Stop occasions.
The pressure to monitor and report progress of work lead to insufficient recovery time.
The pressure to complete and move the job forward lead to Poor Hands Transfer.

This means, the basic beliefs based on which the solution to project management were designed are
incorrect and a new direction is required. A direction that addresses the problems in today’s project
management arena not only theoretically but also provides to us, a simple and impactful way to
implement theory in execution.
The nature of projects seems to be so complex and uncertain that the only way out seems to be taking
enough safety during planning stage itself. But how come many times even when a huge safety is taken
in planning, projects still get late. Is there a magical formula to derive how much safety is safe?
HOW MUCH SAFETY IS SAFE?
One way to rationalize the poor results of any project execution seems to be saying that there is an
increasing pressure on completing the projects within time and hence all projects are designed with very
less of excess time. This is not true. In fact the way the time estimates are given and project schedule is
made, there is enough safety built in it.
Every task manager wants to give a safe time estimate to project manager. “How safe” is an individual
consideration based on experience, expertise and what happened last time when the person gave an
estimate. There will always be a tendency to give a higher estimate if the person failed last time in meeting
the estimates, for any reason. On an average it is reasonable to consider that task managers, unless
paranoid, give time estimate with 80% probability of completion of task in time. Below graph shows us
the probability of completion versus time estimate given. Note that there is a probability of 50% of
completing the task in half the time than duration at 80% probability. In other words, there is enough
safety available for us at task level in every project.
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If this is the case, then 80% of our projects should complete in time or at least 80% of tasks should
complete in time. However this is never the case. Although there is enough task level safety to start with,
this is lost during execution.
Four human behaviors come into play.
-Student Syndrome – Work gets started closer to deadline
-Parkinson’s Law – Work expands to fill the time available
-Bad multitasking – Higher number of open activities inflates time for each
-Task dependency – Delays transfer but gains do not add up
If we are able to find out a way to utilize this already available safety in tasks during execution, whenever
we face uncertainties, our performance should improve.
WHERE SAFETY MATTERS?
The safety available at task level is wasted in execution and hence it is important to reconsider the
placement of safety on a critical path (or critical chain in TOC terms). What if we take out safety from
individual tasks and put it at the end of the project/ end of the critical chain. Lets call it a ‘Project Buffer’.
Will task managers agree to this?
Depends on how we intend to measure them. Say, if we accept 50% on time performance of their
estimates, they will. But more important is the fact that the safety available at the project level is available
to all task managers whoever might need it. In other words the safety of tasks is available for tasks itself,
but is visible to all and should be used only if required.
This definition of safety/buffer is different from project contingency/slack/float that is normally
considered in projects. The contingency in traditional sense is available as a prerogative of management
to compensate for broad uncertainties and initial planning assumptions. This is not the safety to account
for delays in individual tasks and hence is never considered as a ‘right’ of task managers. Unlike the
definition of ‘Project Buffer’ that we are considering here as a part of solution.
In the new direction of solution, schedule generation is done where all tasks are estimated at a reasonable
time for completion. This would be a time estimate that would give the resource a 50%-60% chance of
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completing the task on time. The assumption being that one task may take less than its estimated time
but another may take more – and average out. Since there is minimum safety at task level, the chances of
misuse of time at the task level do not exist.
CRITICAL CHAIN PROJECT MANAGEMENT (CCPM)
Theory of Constraint’s (TOC) solution for project management is called CCPM, Critical Chain Project
Management. CCPM looks at taking the local optima and translates it to global level to deliver holistic
results. This is done through better day- to-day synchronization through following







Lower WIP (Stagger work areas) – Limiting the number of open tasks at any point in time.
A good place to start is to reduce the current WIP of tasks by half and re-adjust it on the
go.
Gating/Full Kitting – Ensuring that all requirements for a particular phase are completed
before starting the phase. This might include, resources, approvals, drawings, budget….
Buffering – Taking the buffer out of individual tasks and placing it at the end of project.
As a rule of thumb, one third of original task duration can be taken out at total can be put
at the project end as a project buffer. In a large network of activities, a similar feeding
buffer must be placed to all paths feeding to critical chain.
Buffer Management – As the work progresses on critical chain, the completion of critical
chain Vs utilization of project buffer is monitored to estimate the project process. A single
fever chart, as mentioned below can show us the project path over a period of time. A
similar chart can be used in multi project environment showing us the status of various
projects at a point in time.
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Management attention is required only if the project is in Red. This simple mechanism helps all
stakeholders to focus on what is important and take corrective action wherever and whenever required.
In execution, above steps are combined with sub-contactor alignment. Contracting is done in a way that
contractor’s behavior is directly guided by critical chain principles, and not merely by individual cost
considerations.
Another step to exploit available time comes from Lean/“Time & Motion Studies” to reduce cycle times
for repeatable tasks on top long chains.
As a complete process, CCPM helps project managers in establishing clear guidelines for planning and
execution of projects successfully.
Conventional methods of project management have always focused on more detailing and working
harder. However study of successful projects have proved that projects needs to be seen holistically for
finding out the leverage points and taking action accordingly.
In large infrastructure projects, the simplicity of CCPM solution gives a very good planning and execution
tool for management. The fever chart works very smoothly to deliver superior project results in a single
project or multi-project environment. It helps to focus ‘Management Attention’, which is a real constraint,
and deliver projects within time, cost and scope, which is a rarity.

Background to Theory of Constraints
The Theory of Constraints (TOC) is based on the assumption that any system, no matter how complex it
seems, is governed by just a few elements. Identifying the system’s constraints and managing them
accordingly produces fast paced results and fosters harmony throughout the system.
Dr. Eliyahu Goldratt first introduced TOC through his book "The Goal". Even after 25 years of its release,
The Goal is still considered a classic must-read, common-sense manual for people at all levels in
companies worldwide. Dr. Goldratt's subsequent books mark the major phases of TOC's evolution,
expanding its scope and application to production/operation, supply chain, new product development,
marketing & sales, retail management, finance & measures etc.
TOC Solution for Project Management – CCPM
In 1997, Dr. Goldratt came out with his engaging book Critical Chain for Project Management. The book
turns to applying the TOC concepts to Project Management. After declaring the constraint to be the
schedule's critical path, the book maps out a set of terms. The result is:








Production term
Project term
Work center
Task
Product
Time
Pre-work center inventory
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Work buffer from the feeding tasks of the critical path
Bottleneck work center
Bottleneck resource

TOC for Project Management is done by




Accelerating the project cycle by applying TOC CCPM project management methodology
– increasing flow of projects
Generate differentiating products by applying value driven innovation process on the
product and engineering level.
Breaking the silos in the chain between OEM and dealers, between Vendor and OEMs to
increase responsiveness and flexibility. Reducing lead times and surplus inventory, while
increasing the ability to provide a wide range of options downstream.

Introduction to Goldratt Consulting (www.goldrattgroup.com)
Goldratt Consulting (GC) is a global company operating across the world. Dr. Goldratt, the inventor of
“Theory Of Constraints” (TOC), is the founder Chairman of Goldratt Group. Dr. Goldratt has been focusing
in the last several years in developing holistic solution models based on TOC to enhance the profitability
of companies to unheard levels while growing their sales exponentially. We call these holistic models –
Viable Vision (VV).
Goldratt Consulting (GC) is a trans-national company spear heading the development TOC body of
knowledge & involved in helping hundreds of companies around the world to better their business
performance. GC has its head office in Tel Aviv (Israel) & has its subsidiary offices in India, North America
& Japan. Through its experienced base of TOC experts, GC is implementing several TOC projects across
the world.
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ICB3 Vs ICB 4? What are the Changes?
Klaus Pannenbaecker
The ICB is an updated collection of definitions and laws. We need both for
working in networks. PM is so far the “Language of Networkers“. IPMA
started the Version 4 to bring three separately developed products under the
same umbrella- Individuals, Teams and Organizations working with Advanced
Project Management.
About this paper
The paper is in form of questions and answers. Graphics and pictures are
widely used for better representation. A brief explanation is followed by each
graphic. All Questions join to form facts and news, like an index of contents.
What does Certificates mean?
PM is used more than practicing Trainers and Assessors. If one knows how to manage with PM elements
nobody should force him to use each available project element. Where can one learn this experience?
The best guarantee to implement PM soon and successful is not to coach “Deciders“. Hand over this job
to one who learned PM on the job.
What does Insider mean?
The instruction of users and finally the clients should be optimized and informed parallely.
IPMA created 3 separate Product Groups with separate Baselines. Will we have only one unique Baseline
ICB 4?
In 1992 the German Minister of Commerce, Dr. Möllemann, initiated a standardization of unique Project
Management seminars. GPM, the German IPMA Member association took over the leadership of this
education project. The first Manual for Trainers was parallely created with a dictionary of PM key words,
the first IPMA Competence Baseline ICB 1 offered in three languages, English, French and German and the
PM wording and technical systems.
Trainers were educated under so called train the trainer program. The first generation of students were
the PM supporter of PM leaders. IPMA created the well-known IPMA 4-L-C Progamme for Individuals,
followed by a comparable certification system for Teams and Organisations. ICB 4 starts now as unique
Competence Baseline for all three stakeholders.
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Can we have such two Big Pictures of ICB 3 to ICB Version 4 too?

ICB 2 used a matrix to combine the areas Knowledge, Experience and Personal Attitude with types of
approval possibilities and (later called) Technical Elements. We cleaned ICB 2 and created the well know
ICB 3 structure.
Such a big picture is missing on how to transfer the further development from ICB 3 to ICB 4
Is Competence a Summary or a Product?
ICB 3: Skills = Knowledge plus Experience = [Points Summary]
Competence = Skills x (Technical+ Behavioral+ Contextual) = [Factors Product]
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ICB 4: ??????

The ICB 4 mark is not clear to understand.
Example:

Has Skill more weight than Knowledge?
Has Abilities more weight than Skill?
or
Is Skill the “ring“ of Skill minus Knowledge?
Is Abilities the “ring“ of Abilities minus Skill?
What are the names of the two „rings“?

All three “Domains“ use the same Competence Elements. How to differentiate between the 3 Domains
and the new level structure?
Due to the fact that IPMA extended its qualification and certification to PM Teams as well as PM
Organisation, both with well-trained Individuals, PM Supporters of the traditional Level D and C are not
needed for the Domains Programme and Portfolio.
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Most of the IPMA Member Associations earn their money with training and certification with Level B, C
and D candidates. These are so called Domain-Independent. This new Strategy requires a new PM Decider
Concept (Leadership oriented) for qualification material, upgraded Trainer, Consultant and Coaches as
well as Assessors.
Can ICB 4 be shown comparably with its details?
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“4-L-C“ IPMA opened the PM market with a Level system of Graduations in der middle part of a complete
PM hierarchy. How to prolong on top and bottom?

The pyramid will show the hierarchy of members in an Organisation. The higher the level the greater the
responsibilities. This underlines the left hand pyramid with the higher the level the greater the
competence. The second pyramid will show the amount and even more the qualities of training consulting
and coaching should be offered by PM implementing experts. The first proposals of PM implementing
experts, from top to bottom
•

Coach - recommends sustainability’s

•

Consultant - are able to suggest more than 2 nearly equivalent alternatives

•

Trainer - shows practical tricks

•

Educator - teaches a specific profession language

Do we have new nomenclature with ICB 4?
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What are the changes of the structure of ICB 3 to ICB 4?

Why do we need Key Competence Indicators (KCI)?

The Competence of an Individual, Team or Organisation will be quantified with a point system
•

Knowledge - when, where and from whom you were educated and trained?

•

Achievement - what are the results of your actual examinations?

•

Evidence - how can you detect your abilities?

How many Key Competence Indicators are defined in each Domains?
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ICB 4 offers a great variability of competence upgrading and certification. The candidate can choose his
domain as Individual, Team Member or Organisation employee
•

Level of degree

•

Depending on his/her actual competences with

•

Knowledge

•

Achievement

•

Evidence

Domain and level determine the minimum points out of 6 of each selected Mapping.
Summary
The IPMA Level Program was extended from Individuals to Teams and Organizations. Each Individual,
Team or Organization intends to reach its specific level of degree of practicing advanced Project
Management. Each Domain works with the same Mappings (ICB-Elements). Each required level of degree
expect from the Mapping a specific „deepens and broadens“ of content and networking. Educators,
Trainers, Consultants and Coaches should take care of the Domain and Level depending Competences.
Assessors should take care of appropriate approval system of the Domain and Level depending
Competences.
About Klaus Pannenbäcker
Founder, Former President & Chair German PM Association Former President & Chair, Fellow IPMA. Klaus
Pannenbäcker is currently a teacher, coach and certification assessor of project management for the 4Level-Certification System of IPMA in Germany, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Poland, Hungary, Egypt, Russia,
Ukrainian, India, Iceland, Portugal and South Africa. He is a member of an international network for R&D
of new technologies in manufactories and of process development in public operations. Klaus
Pannenbäcker is one of the best known figures in the world of professional project management and a
leading figure in the German project management community. Former president and current member of
the “Advisory Board” of the German Project Management Association (GPM – Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Projekt management), Klaus previously served as vice president, president and Chair of the International
Project Management Association (IPMA) and remains active in the IPMA network of researchers and
assessors. He remains a Project Management AWARD Assessor for GPM, First Assessor of GPM / PM-ZERT
and First Foreign Assessor for IPMA in 12 countries. 2010-13 he started as Partner in Romania an EU
financed Project to implement PM in middle sized Companies. Since 2010 he is member of the IPMA
Research SIG “Development PM Competences”. Klaus began his 52-year career at Siemens AG (19591969), where he developed and implemented cost calculations for site assembled construction of
industrial plants; During 1969-1981, he developed codes, standards and a project management office for
Kraftwerkunion AG, a Daughter Company of Siemens AG. From 1981 until retiring in 2001, Klaus was
owner and managing director at GABO Anlagentechnik und Prozessmanagement GmbH, where he
managed the development and implementation of GABO software „Re-Documentation“ used to update
technical documentation (as built) for all faculties and for synchronic labeling of mechanical systems,
electrical equipment and I&C installations in power plants in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Iceland and
South Africa. Gabo also developed and implemented project management via Project Management Office
(PMO) in companies of plant engineering and operations plant operation, especially of power plants.
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PTMF Membership
The Project and Technology Management Foundation (PTMF) was constituted as a non - government,
non-profit registered society in the year 2010 with a view to contribute to development and promotion
of the latest concepts and practices in the profession of project management and technology
management.
Limited memberships are currently under following categories:







Fellow Member - Eminent Professionals in the field of project & technology management
Corporate Member - Public and private sector organizations
Institutional Member -Business schools, NGOs, institutions dealing with development programs
Individual Member – Individuals engaged in project management practice
Associate Member- Research associate of colleges recognized by the AICTE.
Student Member- Students of colleges recognized by the AICTE.

For details visit:
http://www.ptmfonline.com/membership.html
http://www.ptmfonline.com/doc/form.pdf

Registered Office
Address:

T – 28 / 15, DLF City, Phase – III, Gurgaon – 122002, India.

Phone :

+91-124-2355378, +91-124-4049831. Mobile: +91 9810266758, +91 9930172180

Email

info@ptmfonline.com, ptmfoffice@gmail.com

:

Website :

www.ptmfonline.com
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